Non-Research Lab Types

These lab codes should be applied to any room where the predominant use, on an hour-per-week basis, fits the description below.

ACADEMIC LABS
Room where equipment or unique furniture configuration precludes use by other departments.

Class Lab (210)
General lab setup that is regularly scheduled with multiple sections each week (more than 15 hours per week of scheduled class inventory courses)

Special Class Lab (220)
Room that is infrequently scheduled due to the small/limited pool of students allowed access to specialized lab equipment (less than 15 hours per week of scheduled class inventory courses)

Individual Study Lab (230)
Open/unscheduled lab, available to students at their convenience, without an instructor present (less than 15 hours per week of scheduled class inventory courses)

OR

Open/unscheduled lab, available to students at their convenience, with an instructor present (less than 15 hours per week of scheduled class inventory courses)